


⬧ General Principles:

⬧ Tolerance and intercultural awareness

⬧ One should assume and accept the existence and
equality of all cultures and civilizations, just like the
equality of all people.

One should not fancy the supremacy of one’s
culture.



⬧ One should be flexible, try to understand the other
and avoid stereotypes, prejudices and judging others
often.



⬧ There are many cultures in the world and even inside
one country. Different regions have different
mentalities, lifestyles and cultures.

⬧ Further often there are rural and local cultures very
different from those in large cities.



⬧ One should try to adapt as much as possible to the
culture where one lives.

e.g. Saying good bye when you leave the lift in
Switzerland and Bosnia.



⬧ Of course, adaptation does not mean that you have
to accept everything.

⬧ e.g. Some religious Jewish and Muslim men do not
shake hands with women.

⬧ e.g. In Geneva Switzerland, a man must “kiss”
(touch the cheeks with) a woman when they shake
hands (even if they are just meeting for the first
time)



⬧ One should also accept that some cultures have
certain things wrong.

⬧ e.g. Racism, fanaticism, discrimination, violence,
misogyny (hatred of, aversion to, or prejudice
against women), supremacism.



⬧ Do not expect others to know your culture well.

⬧ e.g. You are a religious Muslim but offered alcoholic
drink or pork. Your host/friend might not know that
they are prohibited in Islam or they might have seen
Muslims who drank alcoholic beverages. You can
kindly tell the other person that you do not drink.

⬧ e.g. If offered any meat, you can tell that you are a
vegetarian or vegan. But do not lecture/preach
vegetarianism or veganism to others. If asked, you
can explain, of course.



⬧ Never make jokes in a foreign culture or
environment. Your simple or “innocent” joke might
be seen as a disrespect, insult or even threat/danger.

⬧ e.g. An Erasmus student who made Heil Hitler
“joke” at Auschwitz Camp in Krakow, Poland was
immediately arrested by the police and got into
serious trouble.

⬧ e.g. After 9/11, many people who made jokes about
bombs were arrested in the USA or Europe and
removed from airports and missed their flights.



⬧ Using common sense and being aware of changes in
situations

E.g. In recent years, never start running suddenly in
airports, train stations etc. to catch your flight or train
journey, because one policeman/policewoman might tell
you to stop and when you do not hear or follow his/her
order, you might be shot as a suspect for terrorist attack.
(Unfortunately such events have happened.)



⬧ Sometimes these general principles might not work
or might be insufficient and sometimes there are no
easy solutions and you might need to find your own
solution (as we will see some examples for them as
well).



Examples for Cultural Differences

⬧ Crossing or extending your legs while sitting

⬧ Common, normal or ok in many Western countries

⬧ But not so in many Asian countries







Ayatullah Sistani (Iraq) & the Pope



⬧ Women covering their hair in mosques and some
churches and man covering their head in some
Jewish sacred places

⬧ Women in mosques in Istanbul and Kazan Cathedral
in St. Petersburg

⬧ Men in front of the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem





⬧ An Intra-Muslim Cultural Difference

⬧ Extending your legs or lying down in a mosque in
western Turkey are seen as a disrespect, but it is
completely ok in Saudi Arabia or Malaysia.







⬧ Raising your voice while talking

⬧ Very rude in Malaysia (it will be perceived like
fighting or aggressive)

⬧ But ok in many cultures

⬧ Turks and Bosnians in Malaysia “fighting” while
chatting :)



Avoiding Judging Others

⬧ Cleanliness 

⬧ e.g. Some Malaysians eat by hand and then wash their hand not 
properly or wash without soap (dirty?)

Some foreigners in Malaysia do not take shower often and stink in 
lifts or public transports (cleaner?)

So who is cleaner?

⬧ e.g. “Our streets are very clean in Switzerland/Germany/Austria” 
(we are cleaner)

But streets are full of dog urine & shit and many people enter their 
homes with shoes. 

So who is cleaner?



Commenting on food
One common thing: “That food looks or smells bad or stinks!”

But maybe some food in your cuisine is same for others? 
e.g. İşkembe (tripe) soup [Шкембе чорба] or kokoreç [κοκορέκ]



⬧ Of course, this does not mean that we should
tolerate some people eating almost everything
including rats, bats, cats and dogs.

⬧ But even then some people (like vegetarians, vegans
or some Chinese) might ask this:

⬧ Who decides that you can eat lamb or pork but not
dog meat? Your God, your culture, you?



⬧ Differences in private space

⬧ Larger private space in northern Europe (Finland and
Sweden) compared to some Mediterranean lands
(Spain and Italy) and Latin America

⬧ E.g. Latin dances like salsa, bachata, tango and
African-Latin kizomba.





Shaking hands / Hugging / Kissing Cheeks etc.

Shaking hands is common in Europe and the Middle East
but is not common among the Japanese. Instead they bow down. 



⬧ Hugging is more common in Latin America, while not 
so in some parts of Europe. In the Middle East man 
to man and woman to woman hugging are not rare.

⬧ Man and woman “touching cheeks” 3 times in 
Switzerland



Touching children

Differences among countries and also differences with time in the same 
culture. 

In Turkey, in the past touching and even kissing small children was 
common and normal. Not so now.



⬧ In some cultures, you should never touch children,
no matter you are a man or woman.

⬧ e.g. Touching/petting the head of a child is not
normal in some Asian/Buddhist countries, even
though foreigners might do it as a sign of love and
compassion.



⬧ Accidentally bumping into someone while walking

⬧ Maybe ok or not something very bad in some
crowded cities like Beijing, Mumbai or Istanbul.

⬧ But a “scandal” in London (as told to me by a
Bulgarian anthropologist living in London). Your
urgent job, being late or trying to catch a bus etc.
are no excuse there.





⬧ Finally, perhaps a difficult issue :)

⬧ While talking to someone, looking into his/her eyes
or not?

⬧ A must in some/many Western countries

⬧ But something disturbing in some Asian countries
like occupying one’s private space or harassing
someone by staring.



On the internet I even came across “eye contact anxiety” & “eye contact
training”



⬧ There are no easy solutions sometimes and you 
might need to find your own solution.


